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2020: Recognize and Reflect
his year has had a huge impact on the mortgage
industry, as well as the world at large. Our
employees, partners, and clients have adapted
extraordinarily well to working in new and complex
ways, dealing with rapid software changes and updates,
and handling a massive increase in workload.
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More online and electronic mortgage production
necessitated more software to empower lenders
to accomplish their tasks at a safe distance. Rapid
forward strides were made towards a full eClosing
throughout 2020. Looking forward promises even further
advancements, especially in remote online notarization.

The year began with the onset of the COVID-19 virus.
Among the many effects of the virus was an enormous
increase of work in the mortgage industry as rates
dropped. Refinancing and new mortgage applications
reached impressive heights. At IDS, we broke many
daily, monthly, and annual records. Many of our clients
faced similar increases in production and rose to the
challenge.

From a business perspective, the mortgage industry
has risen to the challenges presented by the unusual
circumstances of 2020 with an impressive level of
flexibility, adaptability, and advancement. I would like
to personally thank not only our IDS employees, but
also our clients and partners. Your extraordinary efforts
and work ethic have allowed our industry to thrive even
during the most difficult times of 2020.

In addition to facing the increased workload, the
industry had to handle sudden adjustments in how we
work. Many employees, including nearly the entirety of
IDS, had to learn to effectively work remotely. Often,
this meant handling the added distractions of being
at home. It also meant adjusting rapidly to electronic
signing software and remote interaction with both
clients and coworkers.

I would like to extend a special thanks to the IDS
Fulfillment and mail team, and to those clients who
continued to work in the office despite increased health
risks to keep the lending process running smoothly.
Happy New Year to all IDS employees, clients,
and partners. I look forward to working with you
through 2021.
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The mortgage industry caught fire in a
different way as low rates drew in plenty of
work to keep us all busy. We learned how to
use new softwares, attend virtual meetings
and conferences, and wear masks without
getting blisters behind our ears.

consolidated dozens of updates, serving
to improve idsDoc for our clients with
the absolute minimum of interruption to
lenders’ workflow.
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over 2019, enabling our clients to work
with increased demand and serve their
borrowers effectively.
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IDS client support strives to ensure every
ticket is resolved efficiently. Every client
receives the best service we can provide
to aid their lending process.

26% Client Support

2020 came with a lot of changes around the
world. The COVID-19 virus sparked mass
toilet paper purchases along with major
changes to how businesses operate. Some
rather nasty hurricanes made landfall. An
earthquake woke most of our IDS employees
rather rudely one day. Rather large fires have
caused disaster for nature and people alike.
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With the arrival of 2021, we also get to take
a look at our successes. Take a look at how
we did, and have a Happy New Year!
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2020 was a year of many
unexpected changes,
including an unprecedented
shift toward working from
home as a result of the
COVID-19 health crisis.
IDS enabled employees
to safely work from home
using a secure VPN and a
variety of company-issued
devices maintained by the IT
Department.
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